A VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION AND MAPPING SYSTEM
for the Australian Alps

Fundamental information for biodiversity conservation is a map of native vegetation cover showing
the composition and structure of major plant classes.
Strategic, systematic and co-operative planning for bioregional landscapes that cross jurisdictions is
often hampered by different approaches to collecting and classifying data, such as
vegetation classifications.

THE AUSTRALIAN ALPS
The Australian Alps national parks comprise 11 protected areas spanning 1.6 million hectares across the states of Victoria
and New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory.
Each State and territory government agency respectively manages the park areas within its jurisdiction with interagency
cooperation promoted through the Australian Alps Co-operative Management Program. However, there is no common
vegetation classification system or map at a scale suitable for management .

Vegetation Classification
Vegetation classifications and lists of threatened and endangered species are
recorded separately using State and Commonwealth based systems with
different standards and criteria. State agencies also identify biodiversity values
differently when developing management plans for the individual parks.
As part of developing a strategic framework to assist biodiversity conservation
for the whole of the alps (The Icons and Threats Framework), a common
vegetation classification and map has produced.
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COMBINED ALPS VEGETATION CLASSES
The new classification was developed by firstly identifying the distinctive and recognisable vegetation characters common
across the Australian Alps then aligning existing State vegetation classes to produce a common vegetation system.
This was achieved by matching 71 NSW/ACT vegetation groups with 72 Victorian ecological vegetation classes to produce
17 common vegetation classes with affinities with other studies described.
The table below provides a simplified example of 4 of the 17 Combined Alps Vegetation Classes.

The 17 vegetation classes are grouped into 5 broad vegetation character classes—2 examples are provided above. The 17
classes are listed in the legend on the map (page 3)
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COMBINED ALPS VEGETATION MAP—17 CLASSES
The Vegetation map was developed using a combination of:


NSW/ACT mapped vegetation groups (71)



VIC – mapped Ecological Vegetation Classes (72)



the Alpine Peatlands data layer,

to produce 17 common Vegetation classes.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
The new common vegetation classification and map for the Australian Alps was
developed based on existing spatial vegetation data used by each jurisdiction
and modified using more contemporary mapping and descriptions where
appropriate.
Despite the limitations and inconsistencies of existing data, the new vegetation
classification and map has provided an effective first step in spatially
identifying and describing a common vegetation classification across the broad
and complex landscape of the Australian Alps, at a scale suitable for managers.
Benefits of the vegetation classification and map:


presents the composition and structure of major vegetation classes in a
common form across the multi-jurisdictional landscape;



low cost; as opposed to undertaking new mapping;



consistent with State systems: retains the underlying source information;



provides fundamental information and decision support for protected area
managers and practitioners working within the Australian Alps cooperative management framework; and



can be updated as new mapping is produced.

Natural Icons and Threats Framework
This classification and map has already been used by the Landscape and Policy Hub to inform the spatial identification of some of the natural icons that
characterize the Australian Alps landscape. The vegetation influenced natural
icons include the Treeless High Plains and Frost Hollows, Alpine Wetlands,
Snow Gum Woodlands, Tall Wet Forests and Rain-Shadow Woodlands.
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WHAT NEXT?
The map, classification descriptions and
data sets are available to download
now, separately or as part of the
datapack for the Icons and Threats
Framework developed by the
Landscape and Policy Hub
www.nerplandscapes.edu.au/ .
However, to have full functionality for
inter-active use it needs to be
established on a server within the
Australian Alps Program.
The Australian Alps Co-operative
Management program would need to
make arrangements for its availability
and access. To assist a decision on this,
the Program Manager would be
pleased to receive feedback from staff
regarding its contribution to cooperative management and
applicability for alps practitioners.
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